Jeffie Brewer (Texas, 1971)
Various Titles
Painted Steel

Location: Butler Plaza

Kitty, 2019
Gigaff, 2019
Bunny, 2019
PoP, 2019

Location: Wilhemina’s Grove

Pink Sexy, 2020
Cloud, 2019

FUN FACTS

- Jeffie Brewer’s father owned a junkyard, where he learned to develop his array of industrial skills.
- Known for his irreverence and unique humor, Brewer’s interests include teaching, golf, dogs, plants, the letter Z, singularity, fresh figs, harmony, understanding, tulips, the tango, long runs, cut grass, rust stains on concrete, clouds, small violent birds, the number 7, cows, short walks, good stories, using the word “sans” and lying in the sun.
- The purpose of Brewer’s artwork is to delight. He is interested in creating something fun in a sculpture through the whimsical look of steel and bright colors.

Listen to Jeffie Brewer talk about his artworks.

ACTIVITIES

Explore more activities

Watch Jeffie Brewer | "Color Talks"

Stay Connected. @PublicArtUH
#ColorFieldUH #ArtIsAllAroundUs

The exhibition is organized by Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, Bentonville, Arkansas for Public Art UHS with significant enhancements, interpretative content, and an exclusive digital experience created by Public Art UHS and the University of Houston. The Houston presentation of the exhibition is generously supported by The Brown Foundation, Inc.